
New Rules & Rules of Emphasis – Badger League 
 
Balks.  In games played prior to May 20, all balks will be called, but no penalty assessed.  Instead the 
umpire will explain the rule violation to the pitcher and tell him/her what to do so the rule is not 
violated.  In games played May 20 and later balks will be called and penalties enforced in accordance 
with national rules. 

Bats.   Only bats meeting national rules may be used at WMLL. The full regulation is very detailed.  See 
Rule 1.10 in the Little League rule book and LittleLeague.org. 

Bat throwing.  A player will receive one warning each game for inappropriately throwing the bat.  For 
any subsequent instance of throwing the bat in that same game the player will be called out.  The 
warning and out can be on the same at bat.  If a hitter is called out for throwing the bat the ball will be 
dead and any runners must return the base which he/she occupied prior to the pitch.  Note:  this rule 
applies to accidental bat throwing while or after swinging at a pitch, not to bat throwing in anger or 
protest. 
 
Batting Cages and Surrounding Spaces.  The home team can use a batting cage for thirty minutes 
beginning seventy minutes prior to the game and the visiting team can use a batting cage for thirty 
minutes beginning forty minutes prior to the game.  Soft toss and other pregame batting practice can 
take place only in a batting cage or in an area officially designated for that purpose.  Only wiffle balls, 
tennis balls, or other soft surface balls are permitted for soft toss.   
 
Batting Order.  Everyone is in the batting order; if a player is unable to continue play there will be no 
penalty to the offensive team when that individual is scheduled to bat.  If able, the player can reenter the 
batting order without penalty.  Players not present for the game’s first pitch, even if their arrival is 
anticipated, must be listed at the bottom of the batting order, after call-ups if there are any. 
 
Coaches.   Coaches, except base coaches, are to remain within 3 feet of dugout entrance during play. 
 
Coaches.  Coaches may confer with any other player(s), including the catcher, during the visit with the 
pitcher.  A coach who is granted a time out to talk to any defensive player will be charged with a visit to 
the pitcher.  
 
Courtesy Runner.  A courtesy runner must be used for the catcher when there are two outs.  This runner 
will be the last out in the inning.  If the last out is the pitcher the runner may be the previous out. 
 
Dugouts.   Only the head coach and no more than two adult assistants, and participants in uniform may 
be in the dugout during games.  Siblings, parents, friends, other players etc are not permitted.  Penalty: 
one bench warning to the team; subsequent violations will result in the team forfeiting the game.    
 
Game Time Limits.  The time limit is 1 hour 50 minutes.  Games after the initial game of the day must 
start ten minutes after the final out of the previous game or the scheduled start time, whichever is later.   

In order to complete games in a timely manner games tied after the time limit has expired proceed as 
follows.  Beginning with the top half of the next inning each half inning will start with the bases loaded 
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and one (1) out. Each team will continue the batting order from the previous inning, with the three (3) 
previous batters occupying the bases, with the last batter occupying 1st base, the next to last batter 
occupying 2nd base and the 3rd batter occupying 3rd base. The game will continue until a winner is 
determined.  Example: The game ends in a 4-4 tie. The visiting team determines the #4 batter is due up. 
The team will put the #3 batter on first, the #2 batter on 2nd, and the #1 batter on 3rd. There will be one 
out in the inning and both teams will play like this until a winner is decided. 

See local rules for full text of Game Time Limits rule. 
 
Head First Sliding.  Although discouraged, head first sliding is permitted by national rule in the Badger 
& Senior Leagues. 
 
Jewelry.  Players may not wear jewelry regardless of the composition of that jewelry.  Exception: 
jewelry that alerts medical personnel to a specific condition is permitted. 
 
Metal Spikes.  The local rule prohibiting metal spikes has been eliminated (ie beginning with the 2014 
regular season Badger League players my wear metal spikes).   
 
Offensive Time Outs.  Limited to one per inning (this includes base coaches coming down the line to 
have a conference with a batter). 
 
On Deck Hitters.  On deck hitters must us the on deck circle behind the batter (ie with a right hander at 
bat the on deck hitter must use the 3rd base line on deck circle).  The on deck hitter may have in the on 
deck circle only the equipment he/she will take to the batters box and must take his place in the on deck 
circle before the first pitch is thrown.  If a pitch has been delivered to the hitter, the on deck hitter may 
not leave the dugout. 
 
Pitcher/Catcher.  A pitcher who delivers 41 or more pitches in a game cannot play the position of 
catcher for the remainder of the day.  A pitcher who throws 40 or fewer pitches in a game may catch in 
the same game. 
 
Pitching – Application of Rules.  Pitching rules, including pitch counts and rest days, apply to all 
WMLL sponsored games, including interleague or special games which may not count in WMLL 
standings, and also in-house tournament games (ie pitch counts do not reset for play-off or in-house 
tournament). 
 
Pitching – On Field Warm Ups.  On field warm up pitches prior to each half inning are limited to a 
maximum of four. 
 
Pitching Rules.  (change is this rule shown in bold text below) The maximum number of pitches thrown 
by a player in the Badger League will be 95 in a game.  If a pitcher exceeds 95 pitches because he/she is 
completing a hitter’s at bat that pitcher’s days of rest will be determined as though he/she had stopped at 
95 pitches.  A pitcher removed from the mound, but remaining in the game and otherwise eligible 
to throw more pitches, can return as a pitcher any time in the remainder of the game, but only 
once per game.  Days of rest provisions of the national rule for baseball pitchers 14 and younger apply 
as written.   
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Pre-game Practices.  The teams may warm up prior to games in appropriately designated areas.  Players 
should be cautioned to be careful when warming up so other individuals are not injured.  Time 
permitting, the home team may conduct infield practice for 8 minutes or the time available until the 
official start time, whichever is less.  Time permitting means that the infield practice cannot interfere 
with the game’s official start time.  All players present (not just the starting infielders) should participate 
in the infield practice. 
 
Sportsmanship.  Coaches, parents, players, and all spectators should adhere to a high level of 
sportsmanship.  The league will not tolerate: harassment of umpires; verbal or physical altercations 
involving coaches, players, or spectators; hazing; or negative interactions between or among coaches, 
spectators, and players, including organized chanting or “cheering” directed at opposing teams or 
players.  Instances of unsportsmanlike behavior reported to the Board of Directors will be investigated 
by the President and may result in discipline, including suspensions.  See also rule headed “Umpires.” 
 
Swinging of Bats.  Players ARE NOT PERMITTED to swing a bat unless they are in an approved soft 
toss station, in a batting cage, in the on deck circle, or in the batters box.  Penalty: one warning per 
team; subsequent violation results in game ejection for offender. 
 
Tournament Teams (All-Star Teams).  See Tournament Team Policy. 
 
Visiting Team.  The visiting team occupies the third base dugout and is responsible for operating the 
scoreboard. 
 
Warm-Up Areas.  Pitchers warming up prior to or during the game shall do so in each field’s designated 
area.  Pitchers shall throw from the area closest to the dugout.  Catchers will be located farthest away 
from the dugout.    
 
Weather, #5.  A game called, due to weather (or any other reason except time limit or run differential), 
after 4 complete innings (3and one-half innings if home team leading) will be considered a complete 
game.  A game called after completion of one inning and before it is an official completed contest will 
be considered a suspended game.  See Badger League Local Rules for complete text. 


